DoD 8140 Series Update

We recently hosted a kick-off call with stakeholders to discuss the Training Alignment Tasker (CATM2S405201938P5US). This Task requests that the Components review and align existing government training courses to the DCWF work roles in support of establishing foundational qualifications under the DoD 8140 Manual. This builds on the work that Components began in August 2018. If you have questions or need information on the Tasker, please contact the Cyber Workforce mailbox at OSD.CyberspaceWorkforce-TAG@mail.mil

Partners In Action

The CIO Council has partnered with technology hiring experts to pilot an interagency Code Challenge. Code challenges are used extensively in the private sector to pre-qualify IT talent, and they are viewed as an industry best practice. The CIOCode Challenge pilot program kicked off on May 4 and includes three separate online skill assessments, which run for one month each.

2019 Community College Cyber Summit (3CS) National academic conference focused on cybersecurity education at community colleges. Present the 6th annual edition of 3CS. Jul 30 - Aug 1, Bossier Parish Community College, LA.

2019 DoDIEE Worldwide Conference Defense Intelligence Agency brings experts & innovators from the military, industry, government, & academia to share their unique insights on the conference theme: Resiliency, Redundancy & Security: Adapting to Asymmetric Threats. Aug. 18-21 in Tampa, FL.

Defense Civilian Advisory Service training programs support the deliberate development of a highly skilled civilian workforce who are high performing, results-oriented and well prepared to excel in a joint, total force environment.

5 DoD Enterprise LD programs:

- Defense Civilian Emerging Leader Program (DCELP)
- Executive Leadership Development Program (ELDP)
- Defense Senior Leader Development Program (DSLDP)
- White House Leadership Development Program (WHLDP)
- Vanguard Senior Executive Development Program (Vanguard)

Articles of Cyber Workforce Interest

Lawmakers promote cyber education, accountability in defense bill

Fleet Cyber Command to Offer General Schedule Civilian Employees Opportunity to Convert to Cyber Excepted Service

Defense Digital Service Awards ‘Civilian Hiring as a Service’ Contract

Commission issues early recommendations for better federal IT hiring

Hiring Events for Cyber Workforce

July 2019

Joint Base San Antonio Career Summit

3rd Annual, IT, Cybersecurity, & Project Management Career Fair

Birmingham Job Fair - July 22, 2019

August 2019

Service Academy Career Conference, San Diego, CA

Joint Base Andrews Chiefs Group Job Fair

Cyber Texas Job Fair - UTSA Downtown

September 2019

Washington Hiring Expo with the Washington Nationals

Travis Air Force Base Career Summit

Arlington Hiring Expo with the Texas Rangers

CAE Virtual Career Fair

For more hiring events please visit Cyber Workforce

Key Point of Contact

Bobbie Sanders
Chief, Cyber Workforce Management Division
Office of the DoD Chief Information Officer
Resources & Analysis Directorate

CXO Fellows Program

DCIO is pleased to announce its participation in the CXO Fellows program: a professional development program for Federal employees in grades GS09 - GS13 supporting the financial management, information technology, acquisition, or human capital support functions. DCIO will nominate the best and brightest CIO employees. This program is open to CIO workforce members in the Washington, D.C. metro region. Each Component may nominate, through DCIO's Component Functional Community Manager (CFCM) up to two candidates, in priority order, to OSD McALEX DoD CIO OIO Mailbox Cyberspace Workforce Tag email: osd.mcalex.dod.cio.oio.cyberspaceworkforce.tag@mail.mil no later than July 19, 2019, 5:00 PM. Email with information and forms have been sent to the Cyber Workforce. For more details visit https://cio.gov/cxo-fellows/

Resources

The Conference Board: Multiple resources for engagement & retaining talent. Develop DoD Leaders with it & kick start career development to prepare for future success. Earn professional credits through live webcasts, conferences, Council meetings, & the Conference Board Governance Centers events. Activate your Conference Board credentials with your DoD email account.

Cybersecurity Talent Initiative: A new, innovative program the Partnership has started with MasterCard, Microsoft & Workday to recruit top entry-level talent, two years in government will have opportunity to gain private sector experience.

The National Initiative for Cybersecurity Careers and Studies (NICCS) is the premier online resource for cybersecurity training. NICCS connects Government employees, students, educators, & industry with cybersecurity training providers throughout the Nation.

DCPAS DOD Enterprise Leader Development (LD) Programs: Enables a diverse cadre of high performing, & results-oriented civilian leaders to develop strategic leadership competencies that will allow them to increase their influence, lead effectively in increasingly complex environments, & take others to the next level. LD Leadership programs also ensure continuity of leadership & organizations that drive transformation and continuous improvement across the enterprise. Check out the DoD Civilian Leader Development Continuum and Framework

Upcoming Cybersecurity Events

July 2019

Cyber Security Summit: DC Metro: The 6th annual DC Metro Cyber Security Summit connects C Suite & Senior Executives responsible for protecting their companies’ critical infrastructures with innovative solution providers & renowned information security experts: Jul 16, 2019 in McLean, VA

Red Hat Security Symposium Columbus: A day event with industry experts covering the latest upstream & enterprise security developments. Attendees will network & collaborate with peers & Red Hat engineers to discuss security challenges open source organizations face. July 16 in Hanover, MD.

August 2019

TechNet Augusta 2019: TechNet with U.S. Army Cyber Center of Excellence & industry experts, the conference is designed to open the lines of communication & facilitate networking, education & problem solving. Leaders & operators also discuss procurement challenges the military, government & industry face during a time of uncertain budgets & runaway technology advances. Aug 19 in Augusta, GA.


September 2019

9th Annual Peak Cyber Symposium: Information Systems Security Association (ISSA) will host the 9th Annual Peak Cyber Symposium. This year’s theme is “Cyber Hygiene: Every Day for Everyone.” Sep. 3 in Colorado Springs, CO.

CAE presents third Annual CAE Virtual Career Fair (VCF): Gathering of students/alumni from 270+ institutions designated as CAEs in Research (CAE-R), Cyber Defense (CAE-CD), & Cyber Operations (CAE-Co). Sep 27.

For more events please visit Cyber Workforce

DoD CIO Cyber Workforce Website

Visit us at Cyber Workforce for information, about DoD Cyber Workforce. Federal Cybersecurity Workforce Assessment Act, Cyber Workforce Strategies, Cyber Excepted Services Personnel System (CES), Joint Artificial Center (JAIIC), Cyber Workforce Framework, Cyber Scholarship Program (CySP), Cyber Workforce Management, Resources, Related Documents, as well as upcoming Cybersecurity events.
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